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About This Content

Welcome to the Wildcards update for Hand of Fate. This update adds different Fates that you can select in order to change the
way the game plays. Each Fate provides different modifiers to play, and allows you to play any or all of the game with a new

Fate and a new ruleset.

Each Fate has its own custom chain of encounters, and its own potential rewards, along with new Achievements.

Will you take on the challenge of the Alchemist, and be bound by Iron Hunger? Take the Fate of the Monk, and his Holy Quest?
Or be struck by the Curse of the Lion Prince?

This DLC includes :

- 9 new Fates for players : Shadow Agent, Iron Hunger, Nomad, Curse of the Lion Prince, Explorer's Gift, Merchant's Guard,
Hoarder's Desire, Monk, Soldier's Training.

- 9 new Encounter chains.
- 9 new Items
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Title: Hand of Fate : Wildcards
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Defiant Development
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/XP/Vista (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: 2.4ghz Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 260 GTS or Radeon HD 4850 - 512 MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Ukrainian
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DLC is great. Endless mode is more interesting with it.
But where is russian localization for this dlc?. Adds bit variety to gameplay, not really must have, still ok.. A must have DLC.
Adds a lot more depth to the game. Don't play the game without it.. This is a very fun game. For me it's a bit tough, I get delt
some real bad hands.. Good dlc for a fan of the game. The fates are classes you can choose with their respective buffs and
debuffs. Some also will just kind of have a neutral change to them. For example, you can choose one that is weaker in combat,
but has better chances in a chance roll, or you can make it so that the only food you can consume is equipment you destroy and
turn into ore. There's also some classes that have more cards built into the decks you're playing with to add more encounters.

If you don't want to choose one of these 9 fates you get from the dlc you can also just choose from a standard easy, normal, and
hard mode too.

Basically, it just adds more ways to play the game and challenge yourself. This DLC adds a numbers of, as the store blurb
mentions, "Fates" that modify your starting character in big ways. You can still play as the default adventurer if you'd like, but
the new options come with entirely new rules, new equipment, and surprisingly different playstyles. On top of that, each new
Fate has a new, unique sequences of encounters specific to that Fate. It's great stuff, and it adds a ton of replayability to the
game for a very reasonable price.
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Great DLC, adds an easier mode, and plenty of content besides, a word of advice though, the "Explorer's Gift" fate card gives
you an item which makes travel to already uncovered cards consume 0 food but still regenerate 5hp so it kind of breaks the
game balance, making starvation far less harsh and ltting you regenerate health for free. Worth getting, but it does change the
game dramatically if fates aside from the default are chosen.. [Original Post]

While I welcome new content for this game I thoroughly enjoy, I cannot recommend this expansion\/dlc as of right now because
of the numerous bugs located within. From graphical glitches to just out right game breaking ones, it isn't fun when you can't
play the game or when game mechanics do not work as intended. And it isn't a few bugs, it is many. It feels like I am an alpha or
beta tester right now informing bugs that would have easily been noticed if the developers themselves played each of the new
"Fate" cards they added to the system. I am constantly alt-tabbing out of my game to report another bug in their forums. I hope
they learn from this mistake for future DLC\/Expansions and test their product before releasing it to the public. This is just
really dissapointing.

[Edit June 07, 2015]

After numerous updates and continues work by the development team I can gladly say that the First Expansion, and game in
general, is much more polished for it. While there are still some lurking bugs, I haven't found any that have been game breaking
and really have caused me grief since I last reviewed it. Now I can gladly say to purchase this first expansion if you are already
having a blast with the original product.. Pros:
+ Lots of new play modes
+ Some heroes have really fun abilities to toy with
+ Good amount of new content for the price

Cons:
- None\/Same cons as the base game; if you liked the base game, then you will probably like this expansion

Overall: This expansion pack to the base game offers a few new game "modes". Essentially, you now have the option to
change your hero to a lot of new heroes. Instead of the normal "Adventurer" you can now be a Shadow Operative or a
Warlord. These heroes have various abilities and weaknesses that make the game easier in some ways, harder in others.
The monk, for example, absolutely destroys undead but cannot amass wealth. It changes the core game strategy enough
to make it feel fresh again. Some are challenging, some are just plain fun. Most are both at once.

Bottom Line: Worth it if you like the base game.. I'm already liking the DLC and I just started playing the main game,
definitely appreciate that the DLC starts showing its value super early (2nd stage). Recommended buy if you liked the
main game.. Yeah it's worth it, more content for the game :). There goes another week of "sick leave" out the door...
My manager doesn't recommend this game :P. Essentially adds starting classes for your runs in the game. Play as a
monk, a caravan guard, a warlord, a hoader and much more. Every card changes how you play the game, and they all
have class specific encounters too that would eventually lead you to new cards for the base game if you complete them
all. It adds to the replayability of the game. If you don't want to play as these special classes, then you can easily switch
back to the default class. I believe that it is worth the 5$ if you like the base game.. While the base game is worthy of
praise, this DLC is just a bunch of lazy, half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665additional scenarios which
added basically nothing of value. Out of the new Fates, there are probably only 2-3 good ones with scenarios that
actually have stories and actual gameplay change.. At the time of this review, Wildcards is the only DLC for Hand of
Fate and adds new cards to the game for the player to choose.

Aside from the new items and encounter chains, Wildcards introduces new fates for the player: you can choose them
before starting a new game and they'll give you both unique bonuses and specific weaknesses. Therefore, they can be
used either to make the whole game more challenging or change your playable character to one more suited to take on
the boss and encounters at hand.

Since Hand of Fate becomes more and more complex and fun to play the more cards are brought to the table, this DLC
is basically a muast have for the owners of the game
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